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The black legend of higher education

Dr. Almedro Romero Jr.

The concept of "fake news" is not new by any stretch of the imagination. Over centuries people have invented stories of all types and dimensions, from drogues and superstitions to outright lies. It has been an ever present theme in the Messianic behind every political conspiracy. In the case of higher education, there have been complex stories that try to paint a different picture of the institution and all kinds of activities. One of the most active in this context is what is known as "the black legend" (or leyenda negra), according to which Spain Latin American countries have been a success. "A big thank you to those who have helped create and sustain our tradition," Holt said.

The offerings at MCE&T are registered intermediary for apprenticeship programs, and they are approved by the Illinois Department of Labor to bring training to the unemployed. From April to May of 2018, MCE&T received approximately 400 individuals who were enrolled in various programs. The work-based learning programs are designed to prepare individuals for the workplace, and they include a variety of industries, such as healthcare, manufacturing, and information technology.

The success of MCE&T is attributed to the partnerships it has with employers and industries, as well as its commitment to providing high-quality training.

For the Intelligence

From left are works by Debbie Wiles, Marianne Baer and Diane Rose Sugg-Santoro

ArtiSt: Debbie Wiles

Artist Statement: Using an assemblage of natural elements and broken jewelry to create large scale sculptural pieces that incorporate and celebrate the beauty of nature.

Website: http://www.debbiewiles.com

ArtiSt: Marianne Baer

Artist Statement: Marianne's current work involves combining various threads with stitched and quilted techniques. She combines quilted pieces with encaustic wax techniques to create unique works that tell a story of our present and past.

Website: http://www.baerdesigns.com

ArtiSt: Diane Rose Sugg-Santoro

Artist Statement: I consider my pieces wearable art. Using traditional metal smithing techniques and modern ones alike, I create unique one of a kind jewelry and fine art to wear.

Website: http://diannerosepolly.com

Edwardsville Art Fair participants

The Annual Edwardsville Art Fair is scheduled Sept. 23 through Sept. 25 at the EHS Band Field, museum and library. Public ceremonies are the arts are free and for sale and for play. The fair also features children's activities and entertainment.

Here is a look at some of the artists participating in the Edwardsville Art Fair.
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Garden Jobs

It's definitely going to be a pretty long season because there's so much work to do.

The students credited EHS for providing them with the opportunity to work on the project. The students were given the opportunity to work on the project as part of their EHS Student Council, Colleen exhibits her work at the Edwardsville Community Art Center and Saturday at Walmart with making the garden. Nardozzi said, "We're showing you to Steve (Miller)." Ifaf.

"We definitely couldn't have done this without the help of the city," he added. "And just everybody that helped from the start to the end."

Your age this year was all about the orchard. It's a pretty cool tradition. It's really hard to keep doing it if you're not really good at your job."

Similarly, when the Wood River FFA chapter needed help with garden maintenance, it went to the city to get the job done. They were able to help with the garden, which has been a great experience for the students.

"This is one of the few times I've actually seen our students being able to get their hands dirty and really work on something that they're passionate about," Miller said. "It's been great for them to see that this type of work is possible."